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Bravo for Brivo and JMG's
Access Control Expertise

A

s you can imagine, access control
systems work best when only unauthorized personnel are denied entry to a
secure location. When employees can't
get into their own offices, however, and the
resolution isn't literally at hand, the occurrence can be frustrating and create a climate for change.
Trung Phan, compliance specialist for the
City of Fullerton, who is responsible for
security at the city's civic center buildings, recently faced that challenge. Whenever a city
employee had trouble gaining entry to their offices, he had to resolve the problem by reprogramming the software at the IT department, where the access system's server was
located.
During a routine workday going to IT was an easy fix. The reality, however, was that
someone couldn't be at the complex 24/7 to fix a glitch in the data input on one or more of
the City's 400-plus employees.
Although the City's access control system had been installed within the last two years,
JMG was one of several security system vendors invited to submit a plan for replacing it.
The decision would be a cooperative effort between Public Works and the Police Department.
Mr. Phan was responsible for securing the library, community center and city hall in the
city center complex and Patricia Arevalo, in charge of police department professional
standards, was the decision maker for the police department.
While the proposal JMG presented was
well within the City's Capital Improvement
Project process, the pair was more impressed with the intangibles of JMG's presentation. They believed JMG had a positive, knowledgeable presence at the first
meeting, which its competitors lacked.
Then there was JMG's expertise in problem solving. While Fullerton's city buildings had their requirements for access
control, the Police Department was governed by higher Homeland Security Department
standards, which JMG had met in providing a security system for the City of Brea and
others.
A key part of JMG's successful proposal was the recommendation of the Brivo Online
Access Control System. It eliminates the need for dedicated servers, software installation,
system administration and IT hassles. And whoever is in charge resolving glitches, can
administer the entire system from virtually any Web browser on a smart phone. In addition to the remote control feature, it provided the City with increased reliability and was
very cost effective.
Within six weeks of installation, the Brivo system was tested. Phan was involved in an
out-of state training assignment when one of the system's approximately 100 card readers denied access to a City employee. Within minutes, Phan remedied the situation with a
few strokes on his smart phone.

JMG Unveils State-of-the-Art
Security Command Center

2014

has marked a new era as it relates to security command centers. JMG is
at the forefront of showcasing all the new technology that is needed in
this fast moving environment.
“We have built a one-of-a-kind security command center at our JMG Headquarters that
allows our current and potential clients to come in and ‘test drive’ all the latest security
surveillance systems,” says CEO Ken Jacobs.
“This gives our clients the ability to hand pick the system they want to demo before
having to purchase the equipment and software which gives the client a certain sense of
comfort and understanding,” says Vice President of Sales and Marketing Gil Ledesma.
Some of the security solutions we are demonstrating and can be seen working include;
optical turnstiles, visitor management software for visitor badging, various types of High
Definition (HD) cameras and megapixel cameras, Video Management Software that control various types of cameras, cloud based access control systems and video systems.
We are also giving tours of our facility enabling you to meet our employees that you might
have interaction with in the future. We are very proud of what we have created for our
client experience at JMG and look forward to seeing you soon.

JMG & the LA Angels of
Anaheim Renew Marketing
Partnership

J

MG is proud to announce the renewal
of its marketing partnership with the
LA Angels of Anaheim. “The marketing
partnership with the Angels in 2013 was
such a success, that in 2014 we have
ramped up our marketing efforts to include
strategically placed JMG/Angels branded
security signs throughout the stadium.
This will give us an even larger presence
and voice throughout the concourse areas
of the stadium. We have also added an
in-game feature that will run during every
home game this season,” says Ken
Jacobs.
“We are also working closely with the Angels security staff to continue upgrading their
security cameras throughout the stadium; which underscores one of the goals of the
Angels to provide fans with a safe and secure environment while attending the ballgame.
This makes it a true partnership, and that is what JMG looks for in a client,” says Jacobs.

Attend on-field pre-game batting
practice with the Angels

A

s part of the Angels marketing partnership JMG is offering a once-and-a-life-time
experience to be on the field during Angels pre-game batting practice!

This truly unique experience includes the following:
- Four VIP game tickets
- Unprecedented on-field access to Angels pregame batting practice [four guests total]
- Parking pass [one total]
- Date, time and gameday details to be determined

How to Win
- Schedule an appointment to see a demonstration of security products at our new JMG Command Center and be entered to win this unique
experience
- Contact your JMG sales agent or call our JMG
Corporate office today to learn more

Biometric Turnstile Can Be
Customized to Meet Client
Needs

W

Need to facilitate access while also
wanting to control it?

The Boon Edam Speedlane 900 Turnstile,
which can be customized in terms of how
access is controlled, appearance and
number and size of lanes to meet the application you may have, could be the
answer.
For the installation at the Califronia State
University Long Beach Fitness Center, a
double entry access system was selected. Access is allowed when the biometric palm
reader corresponds with the school i.d. number that is entered simultaneously on a
keypad conveniently located atop the lane. This configuration allows 35 - 45 people to
enter per minute, per lane.
This turnstile security solution can be customized according to need. For example, card
access can also be used solely, or in combination with a corresponding keypad entry, to
retract the sliding wings that block the lanes. The turnstile lanes can be attractively “finished” to correspond or complement the entry decor as they were at this site.
The greatest feature of this turnstile system, according to Mike Christensen, is that it prevents “tailgating”, whereby more than one person gains access on a sinlge “approved”
entry. Any attempts at unauthorized entry can set off alarms to alert the security officer.
Compliant with the American Disabilities Act, the 900 comes standard with 36-inch lanes
for the U.S., but they can be widened to accomodate heavier traffic flow or accesing
through large items like luggage. To assure fast, smooth and efficient traffic flow in two
directions, exit lanes can be set in the “open” function so traffic out of a facility is unimpeded.
The software controlled Speedlane 900 turnstile has multiple settings to manage opening
time, wing function, and alarm parameters; and is compatible with most autmoated security systems. Additional information is available from your JMG sales agent.

New Monitoring Center Call
Back Telephone Number

E

ffective immediately, our monitoring center has a new call back telephone number
you will need to add into your smart phone. The new number is: (800) 662-1711.

If you receive a phone call with this number on your phone it is JMG’s monitoring center
trying to reach you. It is important that you save this number in your phone so you know
who it is. Should you have any further questions please call our office at 1-800-900-4564.

